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ABSTRACT

The predictability of North Pacific cyclones can vary widely, from highly accurate prediction of storm

intensity and location to forecast position errors of hundreds of kilometers and central pressure errors of tens

of hectopascals. In this study, a Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) ensemble Kalman filter is

used to investigate predictability of landfalling cyclones on the west coast of North America over two winter

seasons (2008/09 and 2009/10). Predictability is defined as the ensemble spread of cyclone central pressure at

the final forecast time (24 h) where large spread means low predictability. Both ensemble spread and en-

semble initial-condition sensitivity are examined for a wide variety of cyclones that occurred during the two

seasons. Storms that are deepening and track from the southwest exhibit the largest ensemble initial-condition

sensitivity and highest ensemble spread compared to decaying storms and storms that track from other di-

rections. Storms that end south of 408N, typically slow moving storms from the northwest, exhibit higher

predictability regardless of whether or not they are deepening or decaying. Cyclones with large ensemble

spread and low sensitivity are mature cyclones whose low predictability likely results from large initial-

condition spread instead of large perturbation growth. These results highlight particular synoptic situations

and cyclone characteristics that are associated with low predictability and can potentially be used to improve

forecasts through improved observational coverage.

1. Introduction

North Pacific storms impact the west coast of North

America, fromCalifornia to southeast Alaska, and bring

strong winds, precipitation, and large mountain snowfall

that result in significant societal and economic impacts.

The success of numerical forecasts of these storms can

vary widely, from highly accurate prediction of storm

location and intensity to storm position errors on the

order of hundreds of kilometers and intensity errors of

tens of hectopascals (McMurdie andMass 2004). Recent

studies have shown that this region typically experiences

larger short-term (,72 h) forecast errors of sea level

pressure and cyclone position compared to other regions

such as continental United States and the east coast of

North America (Wedam et al. 2009; Charles and Colle

2009). Although possible causes for these forecast errors

were not addressed in those studies, McMurdie and

Mass (2004) showed that initial-condition error played

a significant role in the forecast errors for a particular

deepening landfalling cyclone.

McMurdie and Casola (2009) related forecast errors

of pressure and temperature in the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast

System (GFS) and North American Mesoscale Model

(NAM) along the west coast of North America to large-

scale flow patterns. They found that the Rockies Ridge

regime, which is characterized by a ridge near the axis of

the Rocky Mountains and nearly zonal flow across the

Pacific, experiences the highest magnitude and fre-

quency of large sea level pressure errors. The Coastal

Ridge regime, which exhibits a ridge aligned with the

North American west coast, experiences the highest

magnitude and frequency of large 2-m minimum tem-

perature errors. They also found that days with strong
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upper-level jet strength were more likely to experience

large forecast errors of sea level pressure along the west

coast than days with weaker upper-level winds. Colle

and Charles (2011) examined the spatial distribution

and evolution of sea level pressure forecast errors across

North America and adjacent oceans in the NCEP GFS

model. Among their findings for the North and eastern

Pacific regions, they found that cyclones forecasted to be

weaker than observed were more likely to occur in the

358–458N latitude belt and cyclones that were forecasted

to be stronger than observed were found north of 458N.

Both Colle and Charles (2011) and McMurdie and

Casola (2009) used similar time periods for their study,

roughly 2002–08.

Ensemble forecasting techniques are currently gain-

ing popularity both operationally and for research ap-

plications. Some benefits of ensembles are that the

ensemble mean can improve upon the skill of de-

terministic forecasts (Kalnay 2002), and that they pro-

vide straightforward and flow dependent estimates of

analysis and forecast uncertainty. An ensemble system

has an appropriate amount of spread if the ratio of the

square forecast errors to the forecast and observation

variance is 1 (Murphy 1988; Houtekamer et al. 2005),

suggesting the spread of a calibrated ensemble can serve

as a proxy for predictability. Here a primary goal is to

understand how the spread (and subsequent pre-

dictability) of North American landfalling midlatitude

cyclones varies for different flow patterns (as in

McMurdie and Casola 2009, but at smaller scales) and

cyclone characteristics (e.g., deepening versus decaying)

within a well-calibrated ensemble system.

Several studies have investigated predictability from

a purely dynamical growth perspective. Klinker et al.

(1998) introduced ‘‘key analysis errors,’’ which identi-

fied areas based on adjoint sensitivity where perturba-

tion growth would be largest. Reynolds and Gelaro

(2001) showed preferential regions of the largest sensi-

tivity of 48-h forecast error over a 4-yr period, and even

showed interannual variability of forecast error sensi-

tivity that was linked to the ENSO cycle. Shapiro et al.

(2001) also demonstrated larger forecast errors (defined

as errors in the total energy norm) for the La Ni~na year

of 1998/99 compared to the El Ni~no year of 1997/98.

A major advantage of examining predictability within

an ensemble framework is that both ensemble sensitivity

(Ancell and Hakim 2007; Hakim and Torn 2008; Torn

and Hakim 2008b) and analysis/forecast spread can be

calculated. Since ensemble sensitivity can provide

a measure of the dynamical error growth of initial-time

perturbations (Ancell and Hakim 2007), and the likely

initial-time perturbations (which can be interpreted as

the likely errors in a calibrated ensemble system) can be

described by ensemble analysis covariances, the contri-

butions from these two factors to predictability can be

explored. For example, large forecast spread could be

a result of small initial spread and large dynamical

growth, or large initial spread and small dynamical

growth. By appropriately characterizing these quantities

with an ensemble, we seek to relate not only predict-

ability to different atmospheric flows, but also explore

some of the possible causes. In turn, since initial-time

spread (which is defined as the variance in the analysis

contained within the ensemble) can be reduced through

data assimilation, this study might reveal the types of

flows for which enhanced observations could be most

beneficial. Such locations were investigated by Ancell

and McMurdie (2013), who found preferential locations

relative to forecast oceanic cyclones where targeted

observations would reduce forecast variance the most

for certain types of storms. Results here might help ex-

plain the persistent targeting locations found in Ancell

and McMurdie (2013) from a flow regime perspective.

We use an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; Evensen

1994) to investigate the predictability, ensemble sensi-

tivity, and spread characteristics of landfalling cyclones

on the west coast of North America over two winter

seasons. In this study, we define predictability to be the

ensemble spread at the final forecast time (24 h), where

low predictability exhibits large ensemble spread and

high predictability exhibits small ensemble spread. We

assume that the initial-time spread in the calibrated

ensemble is able to characterize analysis error, such that

large (small) analysis spread exhibits a larger (smaller)

likelihood of initial-condition error. Specifically, we

are addressing the following two questions: Are there

common characteristics among storms with similar

predictability (i.e., spread)? What is the role of dynam-

ical perturbation growth versus initial-time spread for

the least (and most) predictable cyclones? The organi-

zation of this paper is as follows: section 2 provides

a background on ensemble sensitivity and its role in this

study, section 3 provides the methodology used in our

experiments, section 4 give results and discussion, and

section 5 provides a summary and conclusions.

2. Background

Ensemble sensitivity reveals weather features at the

initial time to which a chosen forecast response function

is sensitive. As described in Ancell and Hakim (2007), it

differs from adjoint sensitivity in that it reveals features

of the flow, such as upper-level geopotential height

troughs or baroclinic zones, which are important to the

forecast response function. Adjoint sensitivity analysis,

alternatively, reveals the fastest-growing perturbations,
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and in cases of cyclogenesis, generally highlights lower-

tropospheric, upshear-tilted regions (Langland et al.

1995; Gelaro et al. 1998; Hoskins et al. 2000; Badger and

Hoskins 2001) that are separated from coherent features

such as the driving upper-level trough. The work of

Piccolo (2011) elaborates on this difference through the

examination of errors modeled by ensemble covariances

that grew rapidly since they were able to project onto

rapidly growing modes. In fact, Ancell and Hakim

(2007) describe that the key relationship between the

two types of sensitivity is that ensemble-sensitive re-

gions are coherent flow structures that are collectively

related to adjoint-sensitive regions through ensemble

covariances. Thus, within an ensemble framework,

ensemble sensitivity still reveals the flow features that

if perturbed would most alter the response function,

and can appropriately be referred to as ‘‘intrinsic

predictability.’’

Ensemble sensitivity has been applied successfully in

previous studies involving cyclones to investigate the

sensitivity of African easterly waves to analysis errors

(Torn 2010), to understand the important features of the

flow relative to the predictability of North American

landfalling midlatitude cyclones (Ancell and Hakim

2007), to diagnose the important features relevant to

both cyclone track and intensity forecasts (Zheng et al.

2013), and to explore whether an ensemble sensitivity

approach is useful for medium-range (;1 week) fore-

casts (Chang et al. 2013). In addition, Matsueda et al.

(2011) examined the predictability of an atmospheric

blocking event, and found sensitivity to a cutoff cyclone

in the North Pacific through the inspection of a multi-

model ensemble.

The ensemble sensitivity of a scalar response function

R with respect to a single initial-time atmospheric vari-

able (e.g., surface temperature Ti at a single model grid

point) is calculated using the following equation:

›R/›Ti5CVR,T
i
/VT

i
, (1)

where ›R/›Ti is the ensemble sensitivity of R to Ti,

CVR,Ti
represents the covariance between R and Ti, and

VTi
represents the variance of Ti. By performing this

calculation with respect to the entire initial-time atmo-

spheric state, the entire ensemble sensitivity field can be

obtained. The value of the ensemble sensitivity is

equivalent to the slope of a linear regression of R onto

each initial-time model variable. Since this linear re-

lationship is used, strong nonlinear perturbation evolu-

tion reduces the accuracy and usefulness of ensemble

sensitivity (Ancell andHakim 2007). On synoptic scales,

nonlinearity has been shown to become significant after

1–2 days (Gilmour et al. 2001; Ancell and Mass 2006;

Ancell 2013), a timeframe within which our study is

performed.

In this study, we aim to relate not only large and small

forecast spread (and predictability) associated with

landfalling midlatitude cyclones to atmospheric flow

characteristics, but also the contributing factors to the

forecast spread. These contributing factors were pre-

sented in section 1 as 1) the potential for dynamical

growth of perturbations (referred to hereafter as the

intrinsic predictability), and 2) the initial-time ensemble

spread that characterizes the perturbations. This view-

point is justified by Errico (1997), who showed forecast

perturbations (scalar DR) can be estimated through the

projection of initial-time atmospheric perturbations

(column vector Dx) onto the adjoint sensitivity with re-

spect to initial time (column vector ›R/›x):

DR5 ›R/›xT 3Dx . (2)

We extend this idea to an ensemble system, using en-

semble sensitivity instead of adjoint sensitivity to rep-

resent the intrinsic predictability, and allowing the

initial-time ensemble spread to characterize the analysis

perturbations. Through this interpretation, we aim to

thus understand the contributions that both the intrinsic

predictability and the initial-time spread have on the

least (and most) predictable flow patterns.

3. Methodology

A 36-km, 38-vertical level Weather Research and

ForecastingModel (WRF; Skamarock et al. 2008) EnKF

configuration (domain shown in Fig. 1) is used in this

study. This EnKF is an ensemble square root filter

(Whitaker and Hamill 2002) that assimilates observa-

tions serially and comprises 80 members. Observations

are assimilated on a 6-h cycle and include the following:

satellite cloud-track winds (;4000 cycle21); Aircraft

Communication, Addressing, and Reporting System

(ACARS) aircraft temperature and wind observations

(;4000 cycle21); rawinsonde temperature, wind, and

moisture observations (;1500 cycle21); and surface wind,

temperature, and altimeter observations (;6000 cycle21).

No radiance observations are assimilated. The EnKF

data assimilation parameters used here are the same as

those calibrated on a similar grid in Torn and Hakim

(2008a), and are thus considered appropriate for this

study. These parameters include an inflation factor to

prevent ensemble underdispersiveness and filter di-

vergence (Anderson and Anderson 1999), as well as a

horizontal localization radius to reduce the influence of

spurious long-range correlations (Gaspari and Cohn
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1999). The 36-km EnKF obtains its boundary condi-

tions through the fixed covariance method of Torn et al.

(2006).

Forecasts are produced from each analysis to provide

both the background (6-h forecast) for the next assimi-

lation cycle, as well as the extended forecasts (out to

48 h) used to examine predictability of landfalling cy-

clones. Version 3.0.1.1 of WRF is used with the follow-

ing model physics: the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ)

planetary boundary layer scheme (Janjic 1990, 1996,

2002), the Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization (Kain

and Fritsch 1990, 1993), the Noah land surface model

(Chen and Dudhia 2001), WRF single-moment 3-class

microphysics scheme (Hong et al. 2004), the Rapid Ra-

diative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation

scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997), and the Dudhia shortwave

radiation scheme (Dudhia 1989). The EnKF is cycled,

and extended forecasts produced, for two winter seasons:

October–March 2008/09 and 2009/10. For each season,

a 1-week spinup period involving the full suite of obser-

vations is run during the last week in September to allow

the EnKF to acquire flow dependence prior to the start of

each winter. The EnKF is initialized at the beginning of

the spinup periods using a random draw from the clima-

tological covariances within the WRF three-dimensional

variational data assimilation system (WRFVAR; Barker

et al. 2012).

Cyclones are identified within all 12–48-h forecasts

through an algorithm that locates the minima in the sea

level pressure field. This scheme searches for grid points

at which the value of sea level pressure is less than that at

each adjacent point. Each identified minima are verified

by visual inspection to insure that the algorithm picked

out minima that were truly cyclones (i.e., a closed cir-

culation withminimawith at least one or two contours of

sea level pressure around it) and not a relative minimum

FIG. 1. Sea level pressure (black contours, every 2 hPa) and 925-hPa temperature (shaded) from the EnKF model

run initialized on 0600 UTC 30 Dec 2008 valid at forecast hour (a) 0, (b) 12, and (c) 24. The heavy black arrow

indicates the position of the deepening cyclone. The ‘‘offshore zone’’ is indicated by heavy black lines in (a).
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of sea level pressure between two surface high pressure

centers.

For this study, a landfalling west coast NorthAmerican

cyclone is defined as a cyclone found within the ‘‘off-

shore zone,’’ east of 1408W to the coast and between 308
and 608N (see Fig. 1), at the 24-h forecast time in the

ensemble mean sea level pressure field. The response

function used to diagnose the cyclones for the sensitivity

and spread calculations is defined as the average sea

level pressure in a 7 3 7 (216 km 3 216 km) model grid

box centered on the cyclone at the minimum in sea level

pressure. So, unlike some other studies, the response

function is not defined in terms of a specific geographical

location, such as the west coast of Oregon, but is defined

in terms of the 24-h forecast of the ensemble mean po-

sition of the cyclone itself. The total number of forecasts

of cyclones included in the study for the 2008/09 and

2009/10 winter seasons is 331. An individual cyclone can

be sampled several times, since a typical cyclone would

be within the ‘‘coastal zone’’ for 1–2 days. Therefore the

331 forecasts represent approximately 60–80 individual

storms.

For each cyclone, the 24-h deepening rate, storm

speed, and storm track is calculated from the ensemble

mean sea level pressure fields for the particular forecast

run, and not from observations. So, the actual deepening

rate and storm trackmay differ slightly from the forecast

runs in this study. Only cyclones that could be tracked

over the full 24 h by the automated tracking algorithm

were included in the study. The 24-h deepening rate,

speed, and track were calculated using the position

and central pressure of the ensemble mean cyclone at

0 and 24 h.

The ensemble sensitivity of the 24-h response function

for each cyclone is calculated with respect to initial

geopotential height at all model levels, and with respect

to initial sea level pressure. Once the full sensitivity field

associated with each cyclone is calculated, themaximum

absolute value of the sensitivity for each variable is

used to represent the largest potential for perturbation

growth (intrinsic predictability). The spread of the re-

sponse function is simply the standard deviation calcu-

lated from the 24-h ensemble forecasts of the response

function. Since it is found for many cyclones that the

relative maximum sensitivity values are independent of

level (the same cyclones show relative minima in the

sensitivity fields for all levels, not shown), the maximum

values of sensitivity with respect to SLP are used in this

study as a proxy for intrinsic predictability. It should be

noted that other variables, such as winds or temperature,

could be used in both the response function and the

initial state variables to which sensitivity is calculated.

Here, however, we limit our experiments to that of SLP

for both the response function and sensitivity, allowing

the results to motivate future examination of other

variables, and keeping this study to a reasonable length.

For different groups of cyclones (e.g., all deepening cy-

clones), the maximum absolute value of sensitivity for

each cyclone were averaged together and compared to

other groups of cyclones. The same process was used for

maximum ensemble spread.

Confidence intervals, or error bars, are displayed in

many of the results. Two sets of error bars are used. The

first set represents 95% confidence interval for the entire

dataset (not segregated by category) and the second set

represents the 95% confidence interval for a particular

group or category (i.e., decaying cyclones tracking from

the southwest). For the mean ensemble sensitivity or

mean ensemble spread calculations, the error bars are

given by

CI5 tcrits/sqrt(N2 1), (3)

where CI refers to the confidence interval, and s and N

are the standard deviation and the total number of cases,

respectively, for the entire dataset (first group of error

bars) or the standard deviation and number of days of

the category (second group of error bars). The critical t

value (tcrit) is computed from a t distribution for a con-

fidence interval of 0.975 and the degrees of freedom

equal to the number of cases divided by 2, as in

McMurdie and Casola (2009). Following that study, we

focus the discussion of the results where the mean esti-

mate associated with a category is not included in the

confidence interval of the mean estimated associated

with the entire dataset, and vice versa, and cases where

two sets of confidence intervals do not overlap. These

two cases indicate that the error statistics associated

with a particular category are meaningful and are highly

unlikely to be replicated from random sampling of the

dataset.

4. Results and discussion

a. Cyclone of 30 December 2008

An example of a deepening landfalling cyclone is

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1, the ensemble mean sea

level pressure field at forecast hours 0, 12, and 24 for the

EnKF model run initialized at 0600 UTC 30 December

2008 is shown. The cyclone deepens over the 24-h

forecast from 1004 to 987 hPa. The cyclone travels from

the southwest to the northeast and at the 24-h forecast

time, it is positioned just off the northern tip of Van-

couver Island. This type of cyclone would typically bring

significant precipitation and wind to the Pacific North-

west and southern British Columbia. The exact track of
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a cyclone of this nature is important to be able to forecast

accurately since strong winds in highly populated areas of

the Puget Sound Lowlands and Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia, are sensitive to the location and track of cyclones.

If the cyclonewere to track farther south by about 100 km

or so, the potential for strong winds in the Puget Sound

region would be high (Mass and Dotson 2010).

In Fig. 2, the ensemble spread at 24 h and the en-

semble sensitivity of the forecast of cyclone central

pressure to the initial sea level pressure field are shown.

The ensemble spread is large in the vicinity of the

forecast low with values well over 6 hPa indicating that

the various members of the ensemble forecasts had ei-

ther different forecast positions of the cyclone, central

pressure, timing of cyclone landfall, or some combina-

tion of these factors. The large ensemble spread seen in

Fig. 2a around the northern (i.e., northern Alaska) and

eastern edge of the figure is an artifact of the EnKF

boundary perturbation method (Torn et al. 2006) and

should be ignored as it is not involved with the cyclone

itself. The spread of the 24-h response function in this

case is 6.35 hPa. The ensemble sensitivity of the cyclone

central pressure to the initial sea level pressure field

shows significantly high values in the vicinity of the in-

cipient cyclone as indicated by the black arrow in Fig. 2b.

Values greater than 1.2 hPa hPa21 are in a broad region

at the cyclone and north of it, with a maximum of

1.6 hPa hPa21 immediately west-southwest of the center

of the incipient cyclone. Significant regions of sensitivity

are also found to the south of the cyclone near a surface

high and offshore of Southern California. This means

that changes to the initial sea level pressure field both at

the incipient cyclone itself and at the high to the south

and along the southern west coast are all related to the

forecast of the deepening cyclone.

The large ensemble spread in the vicinity of the fore-

cast cyclone in Fig. 2a indicates that this storm has low

predictability, as we have defined it for this study. The

large ensemble sensitivity in Fig. 2b indicates that there

was strong potential for perturbation growth in this case,

so it is possible to surmise that perturbation growth was

a significant factor in the low predictability. In the next

section, we examine whether there are common synoptic

features among landfalling cyclones with low or high

predictability (both intrinsic and actual), such as deep-

ening rate and storm track as seen in this example.

b. Climatology of predictability

1) DEEPENING RATE

Maximum ensemble sensitivity and ensemble re-

sponse function spread as a function of cyclone deep-

ening rate are given in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, there is

considerable variability of ensemble response function

spread for deepening cyclones (data points to the left of

the dashed black line), but most of the cyclones that are

decaying exhibit smaller ensemble spread. The least

squares fit line (blue dashed line in Fig. 3a) has a negative

slope, meaning ensemble spread is larger for negative

deepening rates (i.e., storms that deepen over 24h). This

FIG. 2. (a) Ensemble spread of sea level pressure at 24 h forecast (shaded) and the ensemble mean sea level

pressure (contours, every 2 hPa) initialized 0600 UTC 30 Dec 2008. The maximum ensemble spread in the vicinity of

the deepening cyclone is greater than 6 hPa and is indicated with the bold black arrow. (b) Ensemble sensitivity of the

cyclone central pressure at the final forecast time (24 h) to the initial-time sea level pressure field (shaded in

hPahPa21) and initial sea level pressure field (black contours, every 2 hPa). A region of high sensitivity (greater than

1 hPahPa21) and a maximum of 1.7 hPa hPa21 is found near the initial position of the incipient cyclone as indicated

with the bold black arrow.
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line passes the confidence test that the slope is significantly

different from zero at 95% confidence. The left-hand side

of Fig. 3c more clearly shows that deepening storms exhibit

significantly more ensemble spread (and therefore less

predictability) than decaying cyclones since the average

ensemble spread for deepening storms is just under

3.5 hPa compared to 2.3 hPa for decaying storms and the

95% confidence interval for deepening storms is outside

the interval for the entire dataset. The same relationship

holds for ensemble sensitivity. The right-hand side of

Fig. 3c indicates that deepening storms have higher en-

semble sensitivity than decaying storms on average.

This result that larger response function spread and

ensemble sensitivity tend to be associated with deepening

cyclones is somewhat expected. If cyclones are viewed

as perturbations from the mean flow as in Langland

et al. (1995), then it is reasonable to expect such grow-

ing perturbations (the deepening cyclones) to diverge

throughout the forecast. Since large adjoint sensitivity

likely accompanies large ensemble sensitivity (discussed

in Ancell and Hakim 2007), it is not difficult to see that

ensemble sensitivity is associated with large response

function spread. On the contrary, decaying cyclones are

likely converging back to the mean flow, producing less

spread in the presence of smaller sensitivity magnitudes.

2) STORM TRACK

Average maximum spread and average maximum

sensitivity are compared for storms tracking from dif-

ferent directions in Fig. 4a. All storms that come from

FIG. 3. Ensemble spread and ensemble sensitivity as a function of cyclone deepening rate. (a) Deepening rate

[hPa (24 h)21] vs ensemble spread (hPa) with a least squares fit line shown in dashed blue and the zero line for

deepening rate in dashed black. (b) Deepening rate [hPa (24 h)21] vs ensemble sensitivity (hPahPa21) with a least

squares fit line shown in dashed red and the zero line for deepening rate in dashed black. (c) (left) Average ensemble

spread and (right) average ensemble sensitivity in hPa for storms that are deepening (light purple) and for storms that

are decaying (dark purple) over a 24-h forecast period. The 95% confidence intervals for each category are shown

with the black error bars, and confidence intervals for the whole dataset set are shown with red error bars.
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within 622.58 of a particular direction (i.e., the south-

west) are grouped in that direction. Storms that track

from the southwest and south exhibit the largest re-

sponse function spread and the highest sensitivity, while

storms that track from the north and northwest have

the smallest spread and lowest sensitivity. The response

function spread for storms further partitioned into

deepening and decaying storms for each storm track is

shown in Fig. 4b. For all direction categories, deepening

storms exhibit higher spread than decaying storms.

However, there were very few deepening storms from

the north and from the southeast (see Table 1), so that

comparisons with these categories are not possible.

These results characterizing the predictability of cy-

clones from different directions can be explained in

terms of deepening rates. In Table 1, the number of

storms and the average deepening rate for each category

is shown. Deepening storms from the south and southwest

have larger mean deepening rates compared to deepening

storms from the other directions [cf. 27.46hPa (24h)21

and 27.29hPa (24h)21 for the south and southwest to

25.86hPa (24h)21 for the west], and decaying storms

from the north and northwest have the largest filling rates

compared to decaying storms from other directions.

Therefore, the differences between the response function

spread for each storm direction shown in Fig. 4a is strongly

related to differences in deepening rates for storms

tracking from those different directions.

However, when comparing only deepening storms

from the southwest to only deepening storms from the

northwest, the southwest storms exhibit ensemble

spread that is larger than the mean of all deepening

storms, while the deepening storms from the northwest

exhibit ensemble spread that is smaller than the mean of

all deepening storms. This indicates that deepening

storms that track from the southwest are less predictable

than deepening storms that track from the northwest.

When comparing decaying storms of each storm track

category, a similar result is found: the storms from the

south and southwest have slightly larger spread com-

pared to the mean of all decaying storms, and storms

from the north and northwest have lower spread than

the mean of all decaying storms. Similar results are

found when examining maximum ensemble sensitivity

with the exception that sensitivities are not significantly

different from the mean for decaying storms that track

from any direction except the north and northwest (not

shown).

These results, for which ensemble sensitivity and

spread are largest for storms tracking from the south-

west and smallest for storms tracking from the north-

west, are consistent with those found in McMurdie and

Casola (2009). In that study, observed sea level pressure

forecast errors along the west coast of North America

were compared for four different upper-level flow re-

gimes. They found that the errors were largest when the

upper-level flow was classified as a Rockies Ridge and

small for theAlaskaRidge regime. TheRockiesRidge is

characterized by zonal flow across the Pacific turning

southwesterly just offshore of the North American coast

and the Alaska Ridge is characterized by northwesterly

flow offshore of the west coast.

With these striking differences between deepening

storms tracking from the southwest compared to deep-

ening storms tracking from the northwest, it’s natural to

FIG. 4. (a) (left) Average maximum ensemble variance and

(right) averagemaximumensemble sensitivity for storms that track

from different directions over the 24-h forecast period. The 95%

confidence intervals are also indicated for each category in black

and for the whole dataset in red. (b) Average maximum ensemble

spread for storms in each storm track separated by deepening rate

with deepening cyclones show in light purple and decaying cy-

clones in dark purple. The 95% confidence intervals are also in-

dicated for each category in black and for the whole dataset in red.

See Table 1 for the number of cyclones in each category.
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wonder if there are substantial physical differences be-

tween storms taking different tracks in this region. We

hypothesize that the southwest-tracking storms have

lower intrinsic predictability than other storms because

these storms are often dynamically active. Storms taking

this track are most likely associated with amplifying

upper-level short waves on the eastern side of an upper-

level long-wave trough. This region would be charac-

terized by large-scale upward vertical motion and is the

favorable region for development. The strongest, most

destructive wind events in the Pacific Northwest track

from the southwest when they make landfall (Mass and

Dotson 2010). Storms tracking from the northwest, on

the other hand, would most likely be on the western side

of an upper-level long-wave trough and in a region that

is not as favorable for development.

3) STORM SPEED

In Fig. 5, ensemble response function spread and

maximum ensemble sensitivity are compared to storm

speed. For both spread and sensitivity, there is a slight

increasing trend with increasing storm speed, but there

is considerable variability around this trend, especially

for ensemble spread. However, both least squares fit

trend lines are significantly different from zero at the

95% confidence level. When the storms are placed into

two speed categories (greater than or less than 10m s21),

the faster storms exhibit larger spread and higher sen-

sitivity than the slower storms (Fig. 5b) at 95% confidence.

This suggests faster storms are both less predictable and

possess larger intrinsic unpredictability than slower

storms.

4) LATITUDE AT LANDFALL

In Fig. 6, the average ensemble spread and average

maximum sensitivity are examined for storms parti-

tioned by their latitude at landfall in 58 latitude bins. The
storms that end within the 508–558N latitude band ex-

hibit the largest spread and maximum sensitivity com-

pared to the other latitude bands, and storms that end

south of 408N exhibit the least spread and sensitivity.

Both of these are distinguishably different from the

average spread and sensitivity for the whole dataset. The

average maximum sensitivity is further partitioned into

deepening and decaying categories and is shown in

Fig. 6b. Within each latitude band, deepening storms

exhibit significantly higher ensemble sensitivity than

decaying storms, as in our earlier results, except for

storms ending south of 408N. In this category, both

deepening and decaying storms have similar average

ensemble sensitivity. This is not due to unequal number

of storms within the deepening (27 storms, see Table 2)

and decaying (37 storms) groups. However, the deep-

ening rates are not as different between deepening and

decaying storms [25.76 hPa (24 h)21 vs 6.25 hPa (24 h)21

for deepening and decaying cyclones that end at 408N,

respectively, see Table 2] as in other latitude bands, such

as 508–558N [27.87 hPa (24 h)21 for deepening storms vs

7.51hPa (24h)21 for decaying storms, see Table 2].When

individual cases are examined, a majority of the storms

that end south of 408N (both deepening and decaying)

are fairly weak, slow moving surface lows that some-

times become cutoff lows off the California coast with an

equivalent barotropic structure. The low sensitivity and

low spread results for the south of 408N group indicate

that this type of storm (i.e., more equivalent barotropic

vs baroclinic) has relatively high predictability with re-

spect to sea level pressure compared to storms ending in

other latitude bands. Despite their weak surface lows,

this type of storm can sometimes have significant impact

on the California coast in terms of precipitation. Even

though this study demonstrates high predictability with

respect to sea level pressure, there may be low pre-

dictability with respect to precipitation distribution and

intensity.

Ensemble spread is larger for deepening cyclones than

decaying cyclones for all latitude bands, including those

storms that end south of 408N (Fig. 6c). This reveals

a very interesting property of the southernmost cyclones

in the domain: deepening storms are less predictable

than decaying storms even though the intrinsic pre-

dictability of deepening and decaying storms is roughly

the same. This suggests through Eq. (2) that larger initial-

time spread is responsible for the reduced predictability

TABLE 1. Number and mean deepening rate [hPa (24 h)21] for storms tracking from different directions.

Storm

direction

Deepening

storms—Total No.

Deepening storms—Mean

deepening rate

Decaying

storms—Total No.

Decaying storms—Mean

deepening rate

N 3 22.88 14 9.53

NW 16 24.25 30 8.41

W 35 25.86 50 7.01

SW 56 27.29 44 7.31

S 30 27.46 30 6.68

SE 1 27.54 15 9.77
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of the deepening cyclones compared to decaying cy-

clones ending south of 408N. The initial spread of sea

level pressure was examined for all decaying and deep-

ening cases ending south of 408N. It was found that the

deepening storms had an average initial spread of

1.85 hPa and the decaying storms had an average initial

spread of 1.6 hPa. This difference is significant at the

87.5% confidence level confirming that the reduced

predictability of the deepening cyclones was partly due

to larger initial-time spread. The initial-time spread of

other fields, such as 500-hPa heights or 850-hPa tem-

peratures, were not examined.

5) OBSERVATIONAL CONTEXT

The results presented above pertain to the ‘‘model

world.’’ In this context, predictability is defined in terms

of the model ensemble spread at the end of the forecast

period (24 h) and not in terms of observed forecast error.

However, it is worth establishing a relationship of our

measure of predictability to the more traditional mea-

sure of predictability where the value of a forecast pa-

rameter is compared to an observed value of the same

parameter. Thus, to test the applicability of our defini-

tion, 24-h forecast errors of the mean sea level pressure

response function were computed for each cyclone.

Forecast error was defined by the difference between

the 24-h ensemble mean response function and the 0-h

analyzed response function. The maximum ensemble

sensitivity and ensemble spread for cases where the

forecast errors were greater than 3 hPa are compared to

the maximum ensemble sensitivity and ensemble spread

for cases where the forecast errors were less than 3 hPa

and are shown in Fig. 7a. The results show that the ob-

served forecast error is larger than the mean forecast

error for cyclones with large ensemble spread and the

observed forecast error is smaller than the mean error

for cyclones with small ensemble spread. The same was

true for ensemble sensitivity. Alternatively, the average

FIG. 5. Maximum ensemble spread and sensitivity as a function of storm speed. (a) Ensemble spread and storm

speed (m s21) with least squares fit line in blue. (b) Ensemble sensitivity and storm speed (m s21) with least squares fit

line in red. (c) (left) Average maximum ensemble spread and (right) average maximum ensemble sensitivity for

storms speeds less than 10m s21 (light pink) and storm speeds greater than 10m s21 (dark pink). The 95% confidence

intervals for each category are given in black and for the entire dataset are given in red.
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forecast error was calculated for cases with large en-

semble spread (.3hPa), small ensemble spread (,2hPa),

high sensitivity (.1.6hPahPa21), and low sensitivity

(,1.2 hPahPa21) and are shown in Fig. 7b. The average

forecast error is larger than themean for cases with large

spread and lower than the mean for cases with small

spread. However, the average forecast error was not

significantly different from the mean for cases of high

and low sensitivity. This implies that the definition of

predictability in terms of modeled ensemble spread is

appropriate and applies generally to forecast error as

might be expected with a calibrated ensemble spread–

skill relationship (Houtekamer et al. 2005). On the

contrary, ensemble sensitivity is not necessarily an in-

dication of forecast accuracy for all cases. Several factors

could be contributing to this. For example, if a storm

exhibits relatively large initial-condition sensitivity

yet is well analyzed at the initial time, the forecast

may be somewhat accurate despite the lack of intrinsic

predictability as indicated by large sensitivity. In addi-

tion, if forecasts were made for longer lead times (i.e.,

48 or 72 h), it is likely that more cases with high initial

sensitivity would exhibit larger forecast errors when

there is sufficient time for the forecast spread to grow.

This will be explored further in the next section.

FIG. 6. (a) (left) Averagemaximum ensemble spread and (right) averagemaximum ensemble sensitivity for storms

that end within various latitude bands at 24-h forecast time. (b) Average maximum ensemble sensitivity for deep-

ening (light cyan) and decaying (dark cyan) for storms that end within various latitude bands at 24-h forecast time.

(c) Average spread for deepening (light purple) and decaying storms (dark purple) that end in various latitude bands

at 24-h forecast time. In each panel, the 95% confidence intervals are indicated by error bars for each category in

black and for all, deepening, or decaying cases in red.

TABLE 2.Mean deepening rates [hPa (24 h)21] and total number of

storms ending within different latitude bands.

Lat at

landfall

Deepening

total No.

Deepening

mean

deepening

rate

Decaying

total No.

Decaying

mean

deepening

rate

,408N 27 25.76 37 6.25

408–458N 38 26.21 40 8.08

458–508N 24 26.11 44 7.89

508–558N 38 27.87 31 7.51

.558N 15 25.69 37 8.41
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c. Composites

When ensemble sensitivity is large, there is a large

potential for perturbation growth over the course of the

forecast period. Therefore, one would expect that en-

semble spread would also be higher for cases with large

initial-condition sensitivity. In Fig. 8, ensemble response

function spread versus maximum ensemble sensitivity

for all the cyclones included in the study is shown. In-

deed, increased ensemble spread is related to larger

ensemble sensitivity. However, there is considerable

variability in ensemble spread, especially at higher

sensitivities. In this section we explore this variability to

understand whether certain flow situations that produce

cyclones (e.g., frontal waves, comma clouds) are related

to any of the following four categories: large spread/

high sensitivity, large spread/low sensitivity, small

spread/high sensitivity, and small spread/high low sen-

sitivity.

1) LARGE ENSEMBLE SPREAD AND HIGH

ENSEMBLE SENSITIVITY

Here we calculate sea level pressure and 500-hPa

height composites and anomalies from the Global Fore-

cast System (GFS) 0.58 analyses for storms that exhibit

ensemble response function spread greater than 3 hPa

and maximum ensemble initial-condition sensitivity

greater than 1.6 hPa hPa21. The anomalies of sea level

pressure and 500-hPa heights were computed by sub-

tracting the composites from a climatology computed

from the same GFS grids for the period October 2008/

March 2009 and October 2009/March 2010, a two cold-

season climatology. There were 44 24-h forecasts of

cyclones, out of 331, that met these criteria. These

cyclones have large intrinsic potential for perturbation

growth and result in large ensemble spread (i.e., low

predictability).

The composite 500-hPa heights and locations of the

cyclones are given for the initial time in Fig. 9a and 24-h

forecast time in Fig. 9b. At the initial time, the locations

of the cyclones are well spread out across themid-Pacific

with a majority of them within the 408–508N latitude

band. The initial 500-hPa height field exhibits a broad

upper-level trough at about 1458W with upstream ridg-

ing. Since there is a large spread of initial positions

longitudinally, the composite upper-level trough asso-

ciated with these cases is weaker and broader than

FIG. 7. (a) The average spread and sensitivity for cyclones with 24-h forecast errors greater than 3 hPa (light green)

and 24-h forecast errors less than 3 hPa (dark green) at the location of the cyclone at landfall (i.e., at the location of

the response function). (b) The average forecast error for cyclones with ensemble spread greater than 3 hPa and

ensemble sensitivity greater than 1.6 hPa hPa21 (light pink) and for cyclones with ensemble spread less than 2 hPa

and ensemble sensitivity less than 1.2 hPa hPa21 (dark pink). The 95% confidence intervals are indicated by error

bars for each category in black and for all cases in blue.

FIG. 8.Maximumensemble spread vsmaximum sensitivity for all

cases during the 2008–10 winter seasons. The dashed green line

represents the line of least squares fit.
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would be seen for individual cyclones. At the forecast

time (Fig. 9b), the upper-level trough has sharpened and

deepened and is situated right offshore.

The composite sea level pressure fields for the initial

and final times are given in Figs. 9c and 9d with the

anomalies given in red (positive) and blue (negative)

contours. At the initial time, the composite sea level

pressure field shows a broad offshore surface low of

1004 hPa centered in the Gulf of Alaska, with the center

of the sea level pressure anomaly of28 hPa at 418N and

1358W. Upstream there is a high pressure anomaly of

11 hPa at about 1708W. At the 24-h forecast time, the

surface low in the Gulf of Alaska has deepened and

anomalous sea level pressure center is now 212 hPa

located at 438N and 1328W. A histogram of storm tracks

for these cases show that over half of the cases track

from the southwest, with most of the rest from the west

and south directions (not shown). The deepening rates

for these storms range from 220 to 8 hPa (24 h)21 and

averages26.0 hPa (24 h)21 (not shown).When the cases

are limited to storms that end within a box 408–508N and

1408–1308W, the composite sea level pressure and 500-hPa

fields show even a larger amplification of the upper-level

trough and stronger deepening of the surface cyclone

over the 24 h (not shown). These composites all indicate

that, on average, cases with large spread and high sen-

sitivity are deepening cyclones that track from the south-

west, west, and south.

2) LARGE ENSEMBLE SPREAD AND LOW

ENSEMBLE SENSITIVITY

Composite 500-hPa heights and sea level pressure are

shown in Fig. 10 for storms with ensemble response

function spread greater than 3 hPa andmaximum initial-

condition sensitivity less than 1.2 hPa hPa21. There were

a total of 42 cases that fit these criteria. These cyclones

FIG. 9. Composite heights and sea level pressure for cases with large ensemble spread and high maximum ensemble sensitivity.

(a) Composite 500-hPa heights (contour interval 60m) at the initialization time (F00) with the initial location of each cyclone indicated

with red stars (*). (b) Composite 500-hPa heights at the 24-h forecast time with the final position of each cyclone indicated with green stars

(*). (c) Composite sea level pressure (every 4 hPa) for the initialization time and the difference between the composite field and the 2008–

10 climatology given in red (positive) and blue (negative) contours (every 1 hPa). (d)As in (c), but for the 24-h forecast time. Total number

of cases for this composite 5 44.
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are those for which small intrinsic potential for perturba-

tion growth exists, but still results in large ensemble spread.

In contrast to the previous case, at the initial time, these

storms are associated with a significant upper-level trough

(Fig. 10a) and a deeper composite surface low of 1000hPa

(Fig. 10c). The initial position of these cyclones also are

scattered across theNorth Pacific, as in the previous case, so

that the upper-level trough and surface low are probably

more intense for individual cyclones than seen in the com-

posites. At the 24-h forecast time, the upper-level trough

has amplified slightly and the surface lowhas also deepened

somewhat. The location of the maximum sea level pressure

anomaly of 212hPa is at 488N and 1328W and is farther

north than the previous case (Fig. 9). The range of deep-

ening rates for this category is quite large, from 216 to

16hPa (24h)21 with an average of 1.9hPa (24h)21. The

majority of the storms track from the west, with quite a few

from the southwest and south, similar to the large spread/

high sensitivity cases shown in the previous section.

The composites appear to show that these large spread/

low sensitivity cases are already mature or deep cyclones

at the beginning of the forecast cycle. Their low pre-

dictability (i.e., high ensemble spread) is most like due to

large initial-time spread that does not growmuch over the

24h (since the sensitivity is low). To explore this, the

initial-time spread fields of sea level pressure were ex-

amined. It was found that themean initial-time spread for

large spread/low sensitivity cases was 3.3 hPa compared

to 2.96hPa for the mean initial-time spread for large

spread/high sensitivity cases of the previous section. The

difference between these two means is significant at the

90% level. At the 24-h forecast time, this ensemble

spread did not grow much with a mean 24-h spread of

only 3.5 hPa for this category compared to a mean of 4.5

for the large spread/high sensitivity case. Therefore, it is

likely that reduced predictability for large spread/low

sensitivity cases are primarily due to larger initial-condition

spread rather than perturbation growth.

To further illustrate the differences between these two

categories, the initial-time and forecast-time ensemble

spread is shown for two representative cases: 0600 UTC

31December 2009 with a large ensemble spread and low

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for cases with large ensemble spread and low maximum ensemble sensitivity. Total number of cases for this

composite 5 42.
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ensemble sensitivity case, and 1800UTC 5October 2008

with a large ensemble spread and high ensemble sensi-

tivity case. The 31 December 2009 case occurred during

a time when one of the data sources, cloud track winds,

were missing from the archives. Subsequently, the data

assimilation system appears to have had less success in

accurately depicting the location of the mature cyclone

and large initial-time spread over a large area as evident

in Fig. 11a. However, the ensemble sensitivity is rather

low, 0.6 hPahPa21, and the ensemble spread remains the

same or slightly decreases over the 24-h period (Fig. 11b).

The 5 October 2008 case, on the other hand, exhibits

much smaller initial-time spread (Fig. 11c) yet has a

much larger ensemble sensitivity of 1.7 hPa hPa21. By

24-h the ensemble spread has grown substantially to

a maximum over 5 hPa (Fig. 11d).

Note that the 31 December 2009 case and other

storms that occurred during the cloud track wind data

outage (14 December 2009–4 January 2010) are not in-

cluded in any of the statistics or composites in the

analysis presented here. This assures consistency of data

availability for all cases. However, the 31 December

2009 case is used here to illustrate that lack of data in

critical regions can have a strong effect on subsequent

forecasts even when the intrinsic predictability is large.

3) SMALL ENSEMBLE SPREAD AND HIGH

ENSEMBLE SENSITIVITY

This category includes storms with ensemble spread

less than 2hPa and maximum initial-condition sensitivity

to sea level pressure greater than 1.2 hPahPa21. The total

number of cases is 14. If the maximum initial-condition

FIG. 11. Comparison of initial-time spread and forecast ensemble spread for two cases. The 0600 UTC 31 Dec 2009 case with large

initial-time spread, small initial-time sensitivity, and large final-time spread: (a) initial-time spread (F00) and (b) final-time spread (F24).

The 1800 UTC 5 Oct 2008 case with small initial-time spread, large initial-time sensitivity, and large final-time spread: (c) initial-time

spread (F00) and (d) final-time spread (F24). Black arrows point to storm and its ensemble spread.
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sensitivity was required to be greater than 1.6hPahPa21,

as in the first case (section 1 above), then there would only

be four cases that fit the criteria. This particular category

is relatively rare since high sensitivity usually produces

perturbation growth and increases the likelihood of

large ensemble spread at the forecast time. Nonetheless,

these cases represent cyclones where high predictability

occurred in the presence of low intrinsic predictability.

The composite 500-hPa heights at initial time show

a modest upper-level trough situated offshore around

1408W and relatively zonal flow upstream (Fig. 12a).

The sea level pressure composite has a low center in

the Gulf of Alaska of 1000 hPa (Fig. 12c). By the 24-h

forecast time, the composites show a significant weak-

ening of both features indicating that, on average, these

storms are decaying. This is confirmed in a histogram of

deepening rates for these cases: the mean deepening

rate is 3.1 hPa (24 h)21, and ranges from 24 to 8 hPa

(24 h)21 (not shown). A histogram of storm directions

reveals that there is no preferred direction for this group

of storms. A third of the storms are from the northwest,

and third from the southwest and the rest are spread

among the north, south, and west directions. In some re-

gards, this group of storms is the success story of pre-

dictability in the region. They all exhibited the potential

for growth with the relatively large initial-condition en-

semble sensitivity but there was less uncertainty in the

forecast, since the forecast ensemble spread is small. The

composites show that weakening storms that have larger

sensitivity are still forecasted relatively well.

4) SMALL ENSEMBLE SPREAD AND LOW

ENSEMBLE SENSITIVITY

This category includes storms that have ensemble

spread less than 2 hPa and initial-condition ensemble

sensitivity less than 0.6 hPa hPa21. There are 29 cases

that fit these criteria. If the ensemble sensitivity was set

higher at 1.2 hPa hPa21, such as in category 2 above,

then there would be 89 cases. The results are essentially

the same for both groups.

The composite 500-hPa heights and sea level pressure

at initial and final times are shown in Fig. 13.At the initial

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9, but for cases with small ensemble spread and high maximum ensemble sensitivity. Total number of cases for this

composite 5 14.
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time, there is a significant upper-level trough (Fig. 13a)

and 1004-hPa low pressure center offshore centered at

approximately 458N, 1358W. By the final forecast time,

both these features have weakened considerably with the

composite 500-hPa trough decreasing from 5400 to 5580m

and the composite surface low weakening from 1004 to

1012hPa. The average deepening rate for this group is

7.1 hPa (24h)21, and it ranges from28 to 20hPa (24h)21.

This group clearly contains storms that weakened sig-

nificantly as they approach the west coast and have the

highest predictability.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we use a WRF EnKF to investigate the

predictability, ensemble sensitivity, and spread charac-

teristics of landfalling cyclones on the west coast of

North America over two winter seasons (2008/09 and

2009/10). We define predictability in terms of ensemble

spread of a storms’ central sea level pressure at the final

forecast time (24 h), where low predictability exhibits

large ensemble spread and high predictability exhibits

small ensemble spread. Our primary results can be

summarized as follows:

d Deepening storms and storms that track from the

southwest have the highest ensemble spread and

largest ensemble initial-condition sensitivity com-

pared to decaying storms and storms that track from

other directions.
d Storms that make landfall south of 408N, which tend to

be slow-moving storms tracking from the northwest

that form cutoff lows off the coast of California,

exhibit the highest predictability compared to storms

ending north of 408N regardless of whether they are

deepening or decaying.
d Storms that have large ensemble spread and high

ensemble initial-condition sensitivity are deepening

cyclones that track primarily from the west, southwest,

or south. The high initial-condition sensitivity is likely

a significant contributor to the lower predictability of

these cyclones.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 9, but for cases with small ensemble spread and low maximum ensemble sensitivity. Total number of cases for this

composite 5 29.
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d Storms that have large ensemble spread but low

ensemble initial-condition sensitivity are mature cy-

clones at the initial time, exhibit a range of deepening

rates and generally track from the west, southwest, or

south. The low predictability of these cyclones is likely

due to large initial-condition spread that does not

grow much over the 24-h forecast period.
d Storms with small ensemble spread but high ensemble

sensitivity are relatively rare, and are mostly weaken-

ing cyclones. They appear to be forecasted well de-

spite the high initial-condition sensitivity, and likely

represent the small number of cyclone cases where

initial ensemble spread was not able to take advantage

of the large potential for perturbation growth (as

revealed by the large sensitivity field).
d Storms with small ensemble spread and low ensemble

sensitivity are decaying cyclones with a deamplifying

upper-level trough. These storms have the highest

predictability.

In this study, we only examined a storm’s predict-

ability in terms of the cyclone’s central sea level pres-

sure. There are many other aspects of a cyclone that are

important to forecast accurately such as precipitation

distribution, precipitation intensity, temperature, and

humidity. These other aspects may be more important

than sea level pressure for some types of storm systems,

such as the weak cutoff lows off the California coast. If

these forecast aspects were used for the response func-

tion instead of the cyclones central pressure, then the

results may be different than those found here. None-

theless, it is likely that the results apply to some degree

to these other aspects since they are dynamically linked

to the parent cyclone. The precise relationship, how-

ever, can only be discovered through further study using

different response functions.

The techniques used in this study can be applied to

storms occurring in other locations, such as along the

east coast of North America or Asia or approaching

Europe. Future studies could explore whether deepen-

ing rate is found to be universally important to the

predictability of all storms everywhere or unique to

landfalling cyclones along the west coast of North

America. It is likely that there would be regional dif-

ferences in the cyclone features that are associated with

low predictability since storms are typically at different

stages of their life cycle in particular regions (i.e., storms

are often at the initial stages along the east coast of

North America and at their mature or decaying stages

along the west coast of North America).

This study has revealed particular types of cyclones

that possess low predictability as a result of a large dy-

namical potential for error growth, a situation that is

practically impossible to mitigate. However, certain

situations were shown to produce relatively unpredict-

able cyclones as a result of large initial spread (and not

a large potential for perturbation growth). In these

cases, it is reasonable to expect that better data assimi-

lation may improve forecasts of these cyclones since

additional observations have the ability to reduce initial-

time uncertainty. It is beyond the scope of this study to

investigate how amodified observational networkmight

improve forecasts of these cyclones, but such an exam-

ination is a logical next step in order to address the poor

predictability of these specific cyclones identified here.
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